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Abstract 
This paper attacks the problem of constructing function spaces for a convenient class of quasi- 
uniform spaces. As, for the sake of completeness, multi-valued functions have to be considered, 
we define a suitable power space functor. The arising monad is a computational monad in the 
sense of Eugenio Moggi. The tensorial strength thus given enables us to lift the usual product 
to a symmetric tensor product on the Kleisli category of the monad. It is now possible to define 
a function space constructor yielding a symmetric monoidal closed category. As an example, we 
give a convenient model for the real numbers in this category. 
Keywords: Quasi-uniformity; Compact ordered space; Function space; Hypergraph; Power space; 
Computational monad 
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Introduction 
Being a common refinement of uniformities and partial orders, quasi-uniformities may 
serve as a useful tool to introduce the notion of quantity into domain theory. In the pa- 
pers [ 17,181, first steps towards their utilization in denotational semantics are performed. 
The present paper attacks the problem of finding a suitable function space constructor 
for quasi-uniform spaces. 
For several reasons, we restrict ourselves to complete totally bounded spaces here: 
l These spaces were already investigated in regard to serving as domains of computa- 
tions [18]. 
l The bifinite domains and the FS-domains, which form two maximal Cartesian closed 
categories of domains, carry in a natural fashion a complete totally bounded quasi- 
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uniformity: The defining property of such a domain D is that there exists a directed 
family {fi 1 i E I} of Scott-continuous endofunctions on D such that VT fi = 
ido holds and such that every fi is an idempotent deflation (for the case of bifinite 
domains) or is finitely separated from idD (for the case of FS-domains), respectively 
(see [l]). The hypergraphs {(z, y) / fi(x) 6 y} of these functions are a base for a 
quasi-uniformity which describes order, Scott topology, and Lawson topology of the 
domain (see [S]). Indeed, bifinite domains and FS-domains may be classified as certain 
complete totally bounded quasi-uniform spaces. This machinery allows us to transfer 
the techniques and intuition from domain theory to the world of quasi-uniformities. 
l The category of complete totally bounded quasi-uniform spaces with uniformly contin- 
uous functions as morphisms is isomorphic to the category of compact ordered spaces 
and monotone continuous functions. The latter objects are well-understood in topology 
and we can gain intuition from this side, too. 
Note, however, that we prefer to see our objects as complete totally bounded quasi- 
uniform spaces rather than as compact ordered spaces. Again, we have several arguments 
in favor for this proceeding: Firstly, the quasi-uniformity U gives the most elegant de- 
scription of all structures involved: the order <U and the three topologies 7(U), 7(W’), 
and 7(U*). Then the results of the present paper are understood as being exemplary for a 
special case of quasi-uniformities and have to be generalized to wider classes. Hence we 
regard the quantitative aspect as central, topology is just a derived concept. Finally, the 
formal analogy between entourages and hypergraphs (both are binary relations) makes 
the description of the structure of the function space in terms of quasi-uniformities par- 
ticularly easy. 
The main problem which arises when one constructs quasi-uniform function spaces 
is completeness. The examples from domain theory mentioned above suggest not to 
consider uniformly continuous functions only (these correspond to monotone Lawson- 
continuous functions) but to take as morphisms all continuous functions between the 
spaces; these correspond to Scott-continuous functions. This is necessary for the sake of 
completeness: There are easy examples of increasing sequences of monotone Lawson- 
continuous functions with non-Lawson-continuous least upper bound. Taking this larger 
class of morphisms is justified by the fact that the universal property which characterizes 
the completion of totally bounded quasi-uniform spaces does hold for all continuous 
functions rather than just for the uniformly continuous ones. 
Unfortunately, the structure of arbitrary complete totally bounded quasi-uniform spaces 
is still not rich enough to guarantee completeness of the function space. (The problem is 
that the specialization order on the codomain may be flat.) Thus the limit of a Cauchy 
net of functions may not be a single-valued function any more. An elegant description 
of multi-valued functions is via the Kleisli category of the monad defined by a suitable 
power space functor. Therefore, we construct a power space functor on our category 
which subsumes many of the well-known power domains and power spaces from the 
literature. The Kleisli category of this monad is symmetric monoidal closed with respect 
to a natural tensor product. In fact, we get a computational monad as defined by Eugenio 
Moggi in [13]. 
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Plan of work: Section 1 gives all preliminaries and notations relevant for this paper. 
Section 2 contains a short compilation of the results concerning completeness which are 
to be found in [22]. Then the category of our interest, CTOBC, is defined and some 
first observations concerning its objects and morphisms are made. Section 3 deals with 
the power space functor. It is shown to define a monad and the algebras are identified 
as continuous lattices. Hence this functor gives the free unital semilattice with small 
subsemilattices for compact ordered spaces. Section 4 presents the construction of the 
function space [X-/m]. In Section 5 this function space constructor is seen to be right 
adjoint to a suitable symmetric tensor product on the Kleisli category CTOBK of the 
monad. Section 6 deals with an example: A representation of the real numbers by signed 
digits is given. The real interval [- 1, 11 is a retract of our domain in the category CTOBK. 
1. Preliminaries and notations 
If (X, 7) is a topological space, then closure and interior of a subset A 2 X with 
respect to 7 are denoted by +-(A) and intT(A), respectively. Moreover, n/(x) stands 
for the filter of all neighborhoods of the point 1c E X. We use the symbol <T to denote 
the specialization (pre-)order on X which is defined by z <T y iff z E cI_r({y)f. The 
term compact means Hausdorff and quasicompact. 
A quasi-uniformi~ on a set X is a filter Lf of binary relations (called entourages) on 
X such that 
(a) Each element of L4 contains the diagonal A, of X x X. 
(b) For any U E U there is a V E U satisfying V2 C U. 
Here V2 is an abbreviation for VV, where UV := {(x6, y) 1 32 E X . z I/z V y} is the 
usual relational product. (We use the notation II: Uy for (ZJ, y) E U.) If U is a quasi- 
uniformity on X, then so is U-l := {U-’ ) U E U}, where U-l := {(z, y) / y UZ}. 
The pair (X,U) is called a quasi-uniform space. The coarsest uniformity (Le., quasi- 
uniformity having a base of symmetric entourages) finer than U is denoted by U”. It is 
generated by the entourages U* := U n U-l, where U runs over U. 
We employ the notation (x)U for the U-neighborhood {y E X 1 z Uy} of a point 
2 f X. More generally, we set [A]U := UaEA(a)U = {y E X / 3x1 E A. z U y} for 
arbitrary subsets A of X. This unusual notation is chosen because it fits nicely with the 
relational product: 
[(+J]V = (Z)UV. 
A quasi-uniformity U on a set X induces a topology 7(U) on X having as neigh- 
borhood filter of a point it: E X the set {(x)U j U E U}. The sets (x)U need not be 
open in general, but every entourage contains an entourage U such that (x)U is 7&f)- 
open for all z f X. (There is also a base of entourages V, where the sets (z)V-’ are 
7(U)-closed for all 2.) The relation <U := n,,, U is a preorder on X, it is the special- 
ization order of 7(U). As 7(U)- o p en sets are upper sets with respect to <u, there is a 
base for U consisting of entourages U such that all U-neighborhoods are <u-upper sets. 
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From now on we will only consider separated spaces, i.e., spaces where the topology 
7(U) satisfies the T&axiom. This is the case iff the preorder 6~ = <T(u) is an order; 
an equivalent condition is that the topology 7(24*) satisfies the Hausdorff axiom. We 
will frequently use the fact that for any subset A of X its closure may be calculated by 
cl~(u,(A) = fWW1 I u E U). 
A function f : X + Y between quasi-uniform spaces (X, U) and (Y, V) is (quasi-) 
uniformly continuous, if for any given entourage V E V there is some U E li such that 
2 Uz’ always implies f(z) Vf(z’). A ~nimorphism is a uniformly continuous bijective 
function with uniformly continuous inverse. The quasi-uniform spaces form a category 
with the uniformly continuous functions as morphisms. A function f : X + Y will be 
called continuous, if it is continuous with respect to the topologies 7(U) and T(V), 
where U and V are the quasi-uniformities on X and Y, respectively. 
Given two quasi-uniform spaces (X, U) and (Y, V), the product quasi-uniformity U x V 
on the Cartesian product X x Y is generated by the entourages 
UxV := {((x,~), (d,y’)) 1 xUx’ and y Vy'} 
for U E U and V E V. (We will use the angle brackets (., .) to denote pairs which 
are elements of some categorical product and braces (., .) for pairs in the set-theoretical 
sense, i.e., quasi-uniform spaces or elements of entourages.) The quasi-uniform space 
(XxY, UxV) together with the usual projections ~1 and 7~ is the categorical product 
of the objects (X,U) and (Y, V). The topology T(UxV) coincides with the product 
topology of 7(U) and 7(V). Furthermore, the relation (UxV)-’ = U-’ XV-’ holds. 
Further information on the basic theory of quasi-uniformities may be found in [5]. For 
the concepts of domain theory, we refer the reader to [6] and [l]. 
2. Complete totally bounded quasi-uniform spaces 
A quasi-uniform space (X, U) is totally bounded, if for any entourage U E U there are 
finitely many sets Al, . . . , A, C_ X such that Al U . . . U A, = X and Ai x Ai 2 U for 
all i E { 1, . . , n}. An equivalent condition is that for any entourage U there is a finite 
set F c X with X = [F]U*. Hence if (X,U) is totally bounded then so are (X,2/‘) 
and (X,U*). Products and subspaces of totally bounded spaces are totally bounded. 
The theory of completeness and completion of quasi-uniform spaces was dealt with in 
[20] and [21] using the concept of round Cauchy filters. In the present paper, however, 
we prefer to use nets rather than filters. This access was developed in [22], where it is 
shown to simplify to bicompleteness and bicompletion (cf. [5]) for the case of totally 
bounded spaces. From [22] we cite the following (see also [ 181): 
Definition. A bi-Cauchy net on a quasi-uniform space (X, U) is a net (zx)xen with the 
property that for all entourages U there is an index X f A such that for all larger indices 
p and v the relation 51-L Ux, holds. The net is said to converge strongly to a point x E X 
if it converges to x with respect to the topology T(U*). This will be abbreviated as 
(XX) 5 x. Any 7(U*)-cluster point of a bi-Cauchy net is a strong limit. 
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A totally bounded quasi-uniform space is complete if every bi-Cauchy net is strongly 
convergent to a unique point. This is the case if and only if (X,U*) is a complete 
Hausdorff uniform space. Note that if (X,U) is a complete totally bounded space, then 
so are (X,U-‘) and (X,U*). Products of complete spaces are complete. 
From [21] we cite the result 
Proposition 1. rf(X, U) is a complete quasi-uniform space, then the ordered set (X, <u) 
has suprema of directed subsets. Moreover; the topology T(U) is sober and hence coarser 
than the Scott topology. 
Corollary 2. Any continuous function between complete quasi-uniform spaces is Scott- 
continuous with respect to the induced orders. 
Proof. This follows from Proposition 1 and the fact that continuous functions between 
sober spaces are Scott-continuous (Propositions 4.3.12 and 4.2.8 of [ 191 or Lemma 11-3.10 
of [6]). 0 
We denote by CTOBC the category with complete totally bounded quasi-uniform 
spaces as objects and continuous functions as morphisms. (That is, a CTOBC-morphism 
f : (X,U) -+ (Y, V) is a function f : X + Y which is 7(U)-7(V)-continuous.) The 
subcategory with the same objects and uniformly continuous functions as morphisms is 
denoted by CTOBUC. 
The following main result concerning complete totally bounded quasi-uniformities is 
a compilation of Theorems 4.21 and 1.20 and Propositions 3.36 and 4.22 of [5]. 
Theorem 3. The category CTOBUC is isomorphic to the category of compact ordered 
spaces and continuous monotonefunctions. In particular; the topology ‘T(U*) is compact 
for any complete totally bounded quasi-uniform space (X, U), and a function f : X + Y 
between complete totally bounded spaces (X, U) and (Y, V) is uniformly continuous if 
and only tfit is both ‘T(U)-‘?-(V)- and ‘T(U-‘)-‘T(V-‘)-continuous. 
Let us now turn our attention to CTOBC. The morphisms of this category have the 
following property: 
Lemma 4. rff : (X,U) 3 (Y, V) is a morphism of CTOBC and A c X is T(U*)-closed 
then +(v-l)(f(A)) = ?f(A). 
Proof. We have to prove elf(A) C Tf(A). If y E elf(A) = n,[f(A)]V, then for every 
entourage V E V there is an element av E A such that f(av) Vy holds. The set A is 
in particuIar ‘7-(U*)-compact, thus there exists a cluster point a E A of the net (uv)~. 
In order to establish that this point satisfies f(a) 6 y, we prove that f(a) Vy holds for 
all entourages V E V: If V is given, choose VI such that VI2 C V and U E U according 
to continuity of f in a, i.e., such that a U b implies f(a) VI f(b). Since a is a cluster 
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point of (a~), there exists V2 C VI such that n Uav,. Now f(a) Vt f(ah) V21~, hence 
f(a) v:v/, thus f(a) V y which we had to prove. 0 
This gives us that the isomorphisms of CTOBC are exactly those functions we expect 
them to be: 
Proposition 5. Any isomorphism of CTOBC is a unimorphism. 
Proof. Suppose f : (X, U) + (Y, V) and g : (Y, V) + (X, U) are CTOBC-morphisms 
such that f o g = idy and g o f = idx. We have to prove that f is uniformly con- 
tinuous. By Theorem 3 it suffices to show that f is 7(U-‘)-7(V-‘)-continuous. Sup- 
pose we are given a 7(V-‘)-closed subset B of Y. Then B is 7(V*)-compact, hence 
cl,-(r,-l)(g(B)) = tg(B) by Lemma 4. The set g(B) = f-‘(B) is an upper set, hence 
f-‘(B) = ~l.-,-~~-~~(f-i(B)), thus we proved the assertion. 0 
Lemma 4 does also give us some insight in the various topologies on our spaces (cf. 
Proposition 4.22 of [5]): 
Proposition 6. If A is a T(U*)-closed set in a complete totally bounded quasi-uniform 
space (X,U), then .&A is the ‘T(U)-closure of A. 
Proof. The function idx is 7(U-‘)-7(U-‘)- con muous, hence the assertion follows by t’ 
Lemma 4. 0 
This proposition says in particular that LA is 7(U)-closed for 7(U*)-closed A. Note 
that the analogue for open sets does not hold, i.e., ?A need not be T(U)-open for 
7(U*)-open A. The well-known simplest example of a noncontinuous dcpo (Fig. 1.1 
of [7] or, alternatively, Fig. 4 of [ 11) together with the canonical quasi-uniformity serves 
as a counterexample. 
Corollary 7. The topology 7(U) f o a complete totally bounded quasi-uniform space 
(X, U) consists exactly of the upper T(U*)-open sets. 
Proof. Any 7(U)-open set is trivially an upper 7(U*)-open set. Given in turn such a 
set 0, its complement is a lower T(U*)-closed set and hence closed with respect to the 
topology T(U) by Proposition 6. Thus the original set is open in this topology. 13 
Remark. In light of the well-known result of Proposition 6, the conclusion of Lemma 4 
is trivial for uniformly continuous functions: The image of the compact set A under f will 
be compact in (Y, 7(V*)), h ence 7(U*)-closed and the assertion follows. Thus Lemma 4 
shows that CTOBC-morphisms are nearly as well behaved as CTOBUC-morphisms. 
We will frequently need the following useful characterization of CTOBC-morphisms: 
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Theorem 8 (Closed Hypergraph Theorem). A function f : (X, U) -+ (Y, V) between 
complete totally bounded quasi-uniform spaces is continuous (i.e., a CTOBC-morphism) 
if and only if its hypergraph 
Hf = {b, Y) E x x y I f(x) 6 Y} 
is a ‘T(U XV-‘)-closed subset of X x Y. 
Proof. Suppose f : X -_) Y is continuous and (x, y) $! Hf. Then f(z) d y, thus there 
is some V E V such that the relation f(z) V' y does not hold. We choose U E U such 
that x U x’ always implies f(x) Vf(x’) (continuity of f in x). Now we claim that the 
U x V-i-neighborhood of (2, y) d oes not meet Hf establishing closedness of Hf. If 
(a, b) E Hf n ((x)U x (y)V-‘) then x Ua, hence f(z) Vf(a) by choice of U. But now 
we have f(z) Vf(a) < b Vy as (a, b) E Hf, whence f(z) V’ y - a contradiction. 
For the converse, we first prove that f is monotone if its hypergraph is closed. If x < 5’ 
then (z,f(x’)) E Ix’ x I‘f(x’) = ~17(~~~-1){(2’,f(5’))} C Hf hence f(x) < f(x’) 
holds. Now suppose that A is a 7(V)-closed subset of Y. Then 
f-’ (A) = xl (q’(A) n Hf). (*I 
Indeed, if z E f-‘(A) then z = ri((z, f(z))) E T~(T;~(A) n Hf) and conversely 
(GY) E 7qi (A) n Hf implies f(x) 6 y E A, hence we have f(x) E A since the 
7(V)-closed set A is a lower set. 
The set ~2’ (A) n Hf is 7(U x V-‘)-closed by continuity of the projection 7~. Thus it 
is compact with respect to 7(U* XV*), hence its image under the continuous projection 
7~. which coincides with f-‘(A) by (*), is 7(U*)-compact, therefore f-‘(A) is a 
7_(U*)-closed set. By monotonicity of f this set is a lower set, hence it is 7(U)-closed 
by Proposition 6. Thus f is 7(U)-7(V)-continuous. 0 
3. The power space functor 
We want to define a notion of power space for a quasi-uniform space (X, U). Hence 
we have to introduce a notion of closeness for subsets of X based on the entourages 
in U. The idea is to say that a set A is c-close to a set B, if B is contained in the 
U-neighborhood of A, i.e., we define 
A l?B & B 2 [A]U. 
Now V2 G U implies obviously c2 C 6, thus the filter u^ generated by the relations 6, 
where U runs over U, is a quasi-uniformity on the full power set of X. Let us determine 
the induced relation <;= nu,_u 6. We have A <g B iff B C [A]U for all U E U 
iff B 2 n,[A]U = cl~(u-~)(A) iff cl~tu-~)(B) S c17tr_.-1)(A). We therefore restrict 
ourselves to the 7(U-‘)-closed subsets of X to get a separated space. Hence we define 
P(X,U) := (PX,u^), where 
PX := {A C X 1 A is 7(U-‘)-closed}. 
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Fig. 1. The G-neighborhood of A c X. 
The induced order on PX is reversed set inclusion. (Of course, we have to restrict the 
relations 6 to the set PX x PX, but omitting this in the notation will not cause any 
harm.) If not stated differently, cl(A) will denote the closure with respect to the topology 
7(U-‘). Note that all the elements of PX are upper sets and that cl F = TF for any finite 
subset F 5 X. We will frequently use the fact that the elements of PX are 7(24*)-closed, 
too, and hence compact in this topology. 
Lemma 9. If X is an object of CTOBC, {Ai 1 i f I} is a filtered set of ‘T(U*)-closed 
sets and U is any entourage, then 
[ 1 nAi u c n[Ai]U c nAi U2. iEI iEZ [ 1 iEZ 
Proof. The first inclusion is trivial. To establish the second inclusion, suppose IC E 
&/A&L Th en f or any i E I there is an element ai E Ai satisfying ai Ux. Since the 
space (X, 7(U*)) is compact and all the A, are closed, there exists a cluster point a of 
the net (ai)iEz. NOW we can find some j E I such that a Uaj Us. AS a E n, Ai, we 
have proved the lemma. 0 
Proposition 10. rf (X,U) IS an object of CTOBC, then so is P(X, U). 
Proof. For any given entourage U there exists a finite set F such that X = [F]U*. 
Choose 3 := {cl(G) 1 G 2 F}. Then [T]6* = PX: If A E PX, define G := {x E F 1 
(x)U* fl A # 8) and B := cl(G) E FT. To see that A 6 B holds observe that G C [A]U 
is true by definition of G and hence also B = cl(G) = tG C [A]U since G is finite. 
For the converse, suppose a E A. Then there is some x E _7= with a U’x. Now x E l3 
by definition, hence a E [B]U. Thus we have A C [B]U, i.e., B i?A and we have 
established total boundedness. 
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To prove completeness, suppose we are given a bi-Cauchy net (Ax)xEn on PX. In 
order to prove strong convergence, it suffices to find a T(U*)-cluster point. Define 
A=liminfAx= ncl U A, . 
( > XEA p2-x 
Then (Ax) -% A: Let Uo be any entourage and Xc be any given index. Choose Ut with 
Uf C Uc and, by bi-Cauchyness, an index Xi 3 X0 such that for all larger indices p the 
relation A, 6 *Ax ,, i.e., both Ax, C IAp]U, and A, 2 [Ax,]U, hold. Now 
A = n u [A&J 5 u [A,]& C [A~,]UIUI G [Ax,lfJo, 
x,u cL>x &Xl 
thus Ax, GA. 
For the converse relation we have to show that Ax, C [A]Uo = [a, cl(UPaA A,)]Uo. 
By Lemma 9 it suffices to prove Ai, C n4[cl(U,2x A,)]U1. But if X E A is given and 
we choose some p 3 X, Ai then Ax, G [AAU,, thus even Ax, 2 [U A,]Ul holds. We 
therefore found an index Ai 3 X0 with A U$Ax, and thus proved A a cluster point of 
the net. 0 
Remark. In order for PX to be complete, total boundedness of X is necessary as the 
example of the real line equipped with the usual uniformity shows: If A, = [n, cm), then 
the bi-Cauchy sequence (An)nE~ does not converge, since the empty set, which is the 
only possible point of convergence, is a discrete point of the power space. 
How to define P on morphisms? Lemma 4 leads us to let Pf(A) := Tf(A) for a 
CTOBC-morphism f : (X, U) + (Y, U) and A E ‘PX. This does indeed work: 
Theorem 11. The above defined P is an endofunctor of CTOBC. 
Proof. The mapping Pf is well defined by Lemma 4, we have yet to prove its continuity. 
If A E PX and V E V are given then by the continuity of f, for any a E A, there exists 
an entourage U, E U such that a Uz b implies f(a) Vf(b). Now A C lJ,,A(a)Ua and 
as the closed set A is in particular 7(U*)-compact, there exists a finite set F C A 
such that A C UaEF (a)Ua. Choose U = nF U,, then A 6B implies Pf(A) pPf(B): 
Suppose B C [A]U, we have to prove tf(B) C [tf(A)]V and it suffices to establish 
f(B) C [f(A)]V. If y E f(B), then there exists some b E B satisfying f(b) = y. 
Now b E [A]U, thus there is some a E A with a Ub. By construction of F, we must 
have some a0 E F such that a0 UaOa, thus a0 U&b, hence f(ue) Vf(b), whence y = 
f(b) E [f(A)]V. Therefore, Pf is continuous. Since tf(g(A)) = I‘f(j-g(A)) holds, the 
assignment is functorial. 0 
The endofunctor P : CTOBC + CTOBC gives rise to a monad: For any X in CTOBC 
we define a map PX : P2X + PX and a map 7x : X + PX by 
~x(4=U{AlA~4 and VX(X) = -t-x(= cl({~})), 
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and we obtain: 
Theorem 12. (P, 77, p) is a monad. 
Proof. First we have to prove that p and n are well-defined natural transformations. The 
maps nx are uniformly continuous since 
XUY - YE (x)U - TY c [-t-x]U - tx@Y 
for entourages U with the the property that all neighborhoods (x)U, where x E X, are 
upper sets. This defines a natural transformation since 
Pf(77xW) = -rf(l-z) = I‘f(x) = 77Y (f(x)) 
holds for f : X --+ Y. Turning our attention to CL, we have to show that UA A is closed 
for closed sets A E P’X. If x E cl UA A = n,[u, A]U then for all entourages 
U E U there exists a set Au E A such that x E [A~-J]U, i.e., Au 6tz. But this means 
?‘z E cl(d) = A. Th ere f ore z E UA A, hence this set is closed and PX is a well-defined 
mapping. The components of ,U are in fact uniformly continuous: 
d&3 sJiBEt3.3Aed.A~B 
u VB E t3. 3A E A. B C [A]U 
* PX(@ C bx WIU 
* px(4 bx(W 
Next we prove that p is natural: If f : X + Y is a morphism, then for A E P2(X) 
we calculate 
Wax) = W( u A) = Tvf( u A) 
AEA AEA 
and 
PY (P2fW) = PY (~‘PY{TYW) I A E 4) 
=U{B~W~3A~d.BC~yf(A)} 
= u (-T,fW) = I-yf 
AEA 
Now we are going to prove commutativity of the diagrams 
and ‘Xerox 
PX 
For the rectangular identity, suppose we are given an element Q E P’X. Then 
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~x(~~~(U))=~x(~px{~(d) (A E (u}) 









To prove the triangular identities we calculate 
CLX (Prlx(A)) = CLX (tpx{Cr I z E 4) 
=U{BEPXI~~EA.B~~+A 
and px(~x(A)) = px({B E Px I B C A}) = IJBcA B = A. 0 
This result may be restricted to the case of uniformly continuous functions as mor- 
phisms: 
Proposition 13. The triple (P, 7, p) restricts to a monad on the subcategory CTOBUC. 
Proof. As we have proved the components of the natural transformations 77 and ~1 to 
be uniformly continuous, it remains to show that if f : (X, U) + (Y, U) is uniformly 
continuous, then so is Pf. Suppose an entourage V E V is given and let U E U be 
such that zUy implies f(x) Vf(y). We will prove that A6B implies Pf(A) pPf(B). 
Without loss of generality, we may assume all V-neighborhoods to be <v-upper sets. By 
definition of Pf and G, the relation Pf(A) QPf(B) means Tf(B) C [l_f(A)]V, which 
is implied by f(B) 2 [f(A)]V, an immediate consequence of the choice of U and the 
relation A U B, i.e., B 2 [A]U. 0 
The compact ordered spaces arising as power spaces are well-known objects: 
Proposition 14. The poset (PX, 2) is a continuous lattice; T(c) is the Scott topology, 
‘T@‘) the lower topology, and ‘T(c) is the Lawson topology. 
Proof. The closed sets of a topological space always form a complete lattice. To prove 
continuity, we first observe that 
0 cl([A]U) = n n [A]UV = n [A]U = cl(A) = A 
UEU UEU VEU UEU 
holds. M_oreover, the sets cl((A]U) are way-below A: The c-neighborhood of A, i.e., the 
set (A)U = {B E PX I B C [A]U} is in particular a Scott neighborhood by complete- 
ness (Proposition 1). Thus any directed set with supremum above A contains an element 
B c [A]U c cl[A]U. Therefore the lattice is continuous. 
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This also gives us that the topology 7(U) is the Scott topology: given any Scott 
neighborhood w of A, there is some U E U such that cl([A]U) E w. Then the G-neigh- 
borhood of A is contained in w, since B C [A]U implies B C cl[A]U. The 7(U^)-open 
sets are Scott-open as mentioned above. 
Let us finally consider the i?’ neighborhood of A. To prove it a neighborhood in the 
lower topology, we have to find elements Al, . , A,, of PX such that 
A E {B E PX 1 B g Al A ... A B g A,} 2 (A$-‘. 
Choose U’ E 24 such that U’* (T U and (x)U’-’ is 7(U-‘)-open for all z E X. By 
total boundedness of X, there exist points ICI,. . . , z, E A with A C [{xl,. . . , z,,}]U’. 
DefineAi=PX\(zi)U’-‘fori= I,... , n. By choice of U’, these sets are in PX; 
none of them contains A as a subset since xi E A \ Ai. We thus found a neighborhood 
w = {B E PX 1 B g A, A . . A B g A,,} 
of A in the lower topology, it remains to prove w C (A)6-‘: Suppose C E w. Then for 
all i E {l,..., n} we have C g Ai, thus C 0 (xi)U’-’ # 8, hence zi E [C]U’, whence 
(xi)U’ C [C]U’U’ C [C]U. Therefore A C [{xl,. . , zn}]U’ C [C]U, thus we have 
C CA which we had to prove. The reverse inclusion between the topologies is trivial 
since the lower topology is the coarsest topology with the given order as specialization 
order. 
The assertion concerning the Lawson topology is a trivial consequence of the other 
results. Cl 
Remark. Our power space construction includes some well-known constructions for 
topological spaces and domains. Note that the power space (PX,u^) is defined for all 
quasi-uniform spaces (X,U) rather than only for the objects of CTOBC. 
l Given a metric space (X, d) of finite diameter, consider the induced uniform space 
(X, l/d). Then the uniformity G* is generated by the HausdorfS metric on the set of 
closed subsets of X. Confer [12] or [9]. 
l Any compact Hausdorff space (X, 7) carries a unique uniformity l&- generating the 
given topology. The topology 7(F7*) coincides with the Vietoris topology on the set 
of all closed subsets of X. Confer [12] and [6, Exercise IV-3.81. 
l Every Lawson-compact continuous domain D carries a canonical quasi-uniformity UD 
compatible with the order such that T(tiD) is the Scott topology and 7(Uh) is the 
Lawson topology (cf. [S]). The 7(&‘)-closed sets are exactly the Scott-quasicompact 
upper sets (Theorem 4.15 of [7]). Hence the power space (PD,~D) is the quasi-uni- 
form space corresponding to the Smyth power domain. For arbitrary quasi-uniform 
spaces (X,U), the Smyth power space of (X,7(U)) is the subspace of (PX, 7(c)) 
consisting of all quasicompact upper sets (see [ 161). 
l Let us consider W’ instead of 1A for a complete totally bonded quasi-uniform space 
(X,zA). The power space P(X,W’) consists of all T‘T(U)-closed sets. The quasi- 
uniformity (>)-’ gives the Hoare power space of (X, 7(U)): The order n(G)-’ 
is subset inclusion (which coincides with the Hoare order for lower sets) and the 
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topology 7((G)-‘) is the lower topology on the ordered set (P(X,U-I), 2) (Ex- 
ercise 111-3.20 of [6]). For the case of a Lawson-compact continuous domain D 
with its canonical quasi-uniformity tiD this specializes to the Hoare power domain 
(cf. [ 161). 
The topology for the Plotkin power space is defined to be the supremum of those 
for the Smyth and the Hoare power space (cf. [16]). Hence the appropriate quasi- 
uniformity for the PlotkinlTwer space of (X, 7(U*)), where (X, U) is any quasi- 
uniform space, is u^ fl (U- )-‘: The collection of all compact convex subsets of 
(X, Vu*)) t o e g th er with the topology 7(u^ n (s)-‘) gives the Plotkin power 
space. Consequently, the Plotkin power domain of a bifinite domain D may be ob- 
tained in the following manner: Consider the natural quasi-uniformity UD on D 
and take the subset of P(D,UE) consisting of all nonempty closed convex sets. 
The Egli-Milner order is now given by (the restriction of) nu^ n n(Z?+‘. (See 
also [ 141.) 
Mike Smyth introduces in [ 181 a power space for compact ordered spaces. On the side 
of complete totally bounded quasi-uniform spaces, this construction may be described 
as taking the set P(X, ZA’) together with the quasi-uniformity u^ n (s)-‘. (Note that 
Smyth also considers nonseparated spaces.) The To-ification of this gives the Plotkin 
power space as considered above. 
The algebras for the monad 
We now want to determine the algebras for the monad, i.e., pairs (X, h) where X is 
an object and h : PX + X a morphism of CTOBC such that the diagrams 
p”x --=% PX x*px 
@Xl h hI and k1 
PX-+X X 
commute. As all the morphisms are Scott-continuous functions with respect to the special- 
ization orders by Corollary 2, the triangular identity tells us that X is a Scott-continuous 
retract of the continuous lattice PX, hence a continuous lattice itself. (For the theory of 
continuous lattices cf. [6].) 
Given any Scott-open subset 0 of X, its inverse image h-‘(O) is Scott-open in ‘PX. 
As the Scott topology on ‘PX coincides with 7(c), the inverse image of h-’ (0) under 
77~ is 7(U)-open as well. As 
77-l (h-‘(O)) = (h o TX)-‘(O) = id,‘(O) = 0, 
we proved that any Scott-open set in X is ‘7-@)-open. Thus, by Proposition 1, the topol- 
ogy 7(U) on X coincides with the Scott topology. Moreover, the topology 7(U-‘) 
is trivially finer than the lower topology, hence 7(U*) is finer than the Lawson topol- 
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ogy and therefore these topologies coincide - they are comparable compact Hausdorff 
topologies. Thus we proved part of 
Proposition 15. The algebras for the monad are exactly the continuous lattices with 
the unique quasi-uniformity compatible with the order and the Lawson topology. The 
structure map is given by A ti inf A: PX + X. The algebra homomorphisms are those 
morphisms preserving finite infima. 
Proof. We have seen that the algebras have to be continuous lattices with their natural 
quasi-uniformity. If (X, h) IS an algebra, and A E PX, then for any x E A we have 
A 2 TX, thus h(A) < h(Tz) = /1(7x(x)) = 2, h ence h(A) is a lower bound of A. If a 
is any lower bound, then fa > A hence a < h(A), therefore h(A) is the greatest lower 
bound of A. 
Let us now prove that every continuous lattice is an algebra. Observe that 7(U) is the 
Scott topology by Corollary 7; hence we have to prove the infimum Scott-continuous. 
Let {Ai ) i E I} be a filtered set of elements of PX. We have to prove inf n, Ai < 
VT1 inf Ai. Suppose x is an element way-below inf 0, Ai. The set TX is a neighborhood 
of 0, Ai. Since this is a filtered intersection of closed subsets of a compact set, there is 
some i E I such that Tz is a neighborhood of Ai. Thus x < inf Ai < V’t inf Ai, hence 
infnAi=Vf{ x E X 1 z << infnAI 6 V?IinfAi. 
I I 
Now we have to prove commutativity of the diagrams defining the algebras. The trian- 
gular identity is shown by h(qx(x)) = inf TX = x, for the rectangle we calculate 
h(Ph(d)) = inf {Tx{inf A 1 A E A}} 
= inf{inf A 1 A E d} 
=inf U A=h(px(d)). 
AEA 
A morphism between algebras (X, h) and (Y, k) is a morphism f : X + Y which 







commutative. In our context this means f(inf(A)) = inf(tf(A)) = inf f(A) for any 
A E PX. Proposition 4.5 of [15] ensures that morphisms preserving finite infima have 
this property. 0 
Proposition 16. The monad over CTOBUC has the same algebras as the monad over 
CTOBC; algebra homomorphisms are the uniformly continuous functions preserving 
finite infima. 
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Proof. The only thing to show is that the structure map inf : PX + X is uniformly 
continuous. As it was shown continuous above, it remains to prove continuity with 
respect to the lower topologies by Theorem 3. But this is easy to see, since 
inf-‘(TX) = {A 1 infA > z} = {A 1 A C TX} 
is closed in the lower topology on PX. 0 
Corollary 17. The functor P gives the free unital inf-semilattice with small subsemi- 
lattices in the category of compact ordered spaces with monotone continuous functions 
as morphisms and in the category with the same objects and monotone upper semi- 
continuous functions as morphisms. 
Proof. The Fundamental Theorem of Compact Semilattices [6, Theorem VI-3.41 identi- 
fies continuous lattices with their Lawson topologies as compact unital inf-semilattices 
with small subsemilattices. 0 
Excluding the empty set 
If we consider just all nonempty closed sets to form the power space, then there 
is not much change since (0)U = (8) implies that the empty set is an isolated point 
of PX. As I_f(A) IS nonempty for nonempty sets A and all morphisms f, we may 
define the functor PO : CTOBC + CTOBC assigning to an object (X,U) the space 
PnX := PX \ (0) together with the restriction of the quasi-uniformity u^ to that set and 
operating on morphisms in the same way as P. If A and all its elements are nonempty, 
then PX (d) is nonempty too, hence we may restrict and co-restrict PX to P$i and P&X, 
respectively. The same is possible for 7, therefore we again obtain a monad. Now the 
algebras are continuous posets having all bounded suprema; the structure map remains 
the infimum. Morphisms of algebras are those morphisms preserving binary infima. 
4. Constructing the function space 
Let us now attack the problem of defining a suitable function space constructor 
for CTOBC. The key idea is to identify functions X-+Y via the Closed Hypergraph 
Theorem (Theorem 8) with elements of the power space P(XxY,W’ XV) and thus 
define a quasi-uniformity on [X+Y], the set of all CTOBC-morphisms from (X,zA) 
to (Y, V). Unfortunately, the resulting space need not be complete in general. If (fx)xE4 
is a bi-Cauchy net, then the limit H of the hypergraphs (Hfx)xEn exists, but this relation 
need not be a hypergraph of some function. As an example, let X = Y be the unit inter- 
val II with its usual uniformity derived from the metric on the real line. Then the functions 
(z ti z?), n E W, constitute a bi-Cauchy sequence which does not converge. The limit of 
the hypergraphs (which are the graphs in the usual sense) in IIxII is the set Jlx {O}U{ 1) xll. 
This example suggests how to tackle our problem: The “limit” of a sequence of functions 
may be multi-valued rather than single-valued. Therefore, we will consider [X-+FY], the 
set of all CTOBC-morphisms from (X, U) to (W, V). These are exactly the well-known 
upper semi-continuous functions (see, e.g., [2]). But performing the construction de- 
scribed above and regarding [XG’Y] a subspace of P(Xx?Y,U-’ x@ still does not 
meet our requirements: The resulting quasi-uniformity on [X-;W] is too fine and gen- 
erally does not yield a complete space. Instead of employing the Closed Hypergraph 
Theorem directly, we need a variant for multi-valued functions: 
Proposition 18. A function f : X -+ PY is a CTOBC-morphism if and only if the asso- 
ciated relation 
Rf = { (~3 Y) E XxY I Y E f(x)} 
is a ‘T(U x V-’ )-closed subset of X x Y. Conversely, every T(U x V-’ )-closed subset R of 
Xx Y gives rise to the continuousfunction f~ : X t m/: z * (z)R = {y E Y 1 II: R y}. 
These assignments are inverses of each other: 
Proof. We will apply the Closed Hypergraph Theorem (Theorem 8) and prove that Rf 
is 7(Ux V-‘)-closed iff the hypergraph 
Hf = {(XL’, A) E Xxm/ I f(x) 2 A} 
is 7(U x 9-l )-closed. Now 
(idxxrlv)-‘(Hr) = {(x, Y) I (2, ?Y) E 6) 
= {(z, Y) I tv C f(x)} = Rf, 
thus Rf is closed if Hf is since w is uniformly continuous and thus ‘T(@‘)-7(V-‘)- 
continuous. Since Rf, = R and fRf = f clearly hold, all what remains to be proved 
is that fR is continuous for ~(UX V-‘)-closed R. Applying the Closed Hypergraph 
Theorem, we prove HfR to be 7(24x?‘)-closed. 
Suppose we are given an element (x,-A) in the complement of HfR. We have to find 
entourages U and V such that the U XV-‘-neighborhood of (z, A) does not meet HfR. 
Now (x,A) $ HfR implies A g fR(x), h ence there is some element y E A such that 
y G$ f~(z). Thus the pair (2, y) is not contained in the UxV-‘-closed set R, therefore 
we can find entourages U and V such that (z)U x (y)V-’ n R = 0. These entourages do 
the job: Suppose z Ux’ and A’ ?A hold. Then y E A C [A’]V, hence there is y’ E A’ 
such that yf Vy. Thus (x’, y’) # R by choice of the entourages W and V. Hence we have 
y’ $ fR(x’) implying A’ g f~(x’), whence (x’, A’) +!I HfR which was to be proved. q 
Definition. Suppose (X, U) and (Y, V) are complete totally bounded quasi-uniform 
spaces. We define the quasi-uniformity U+V on the set [X+PY] of all CTOBC- 
morphisms from (X,U) to (w, 9) to be the inverse image of the quasi-uniformity 
U-TV under the bijection R: [X+3’] + P(XxY,U-’ XV): f cs Rf described in 
Proposition 18. 
Propositions 10 and 14 give us: 
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the graph of g is 
inside the grey area. 
x 
Fig. 2. Entourage of the function space. 
Proposition 19. The quasi-uniform space ([X-PI’], U-W) is an object of CTOBC. 
Moreovel; ([X-+77], < ) is a continuous lattice. The topology T(U-#) is the Scott 
topology, ‘T( (Z&V)-‘) th e 1 ower topology and ‘T( (L&V)*) the Lawson topology. 
The quasi-uniformity Z&V on [X-R’] may be described explicitly as follows: Cor- 
responding to the sets [R](Ux V-l) we get for f :X + ‘PY and entourages U E U, 
V E V the “smeared function” uf” from X to PY, the full power set of Y. Its value at 
z is the V-neighborhood of the set of all values of f of the U-neighborhood of z, i.e., 
uf%) = u [f(Z’)]V 
Z’E(Z)U 
(Note that “f” need not be a function from X to 77 as ufv(z) may not be closed. Even 
in this case, there is no reason for “f” to be continuous.) This function corresponds to 
the relation URfV. The quasi-uniformity Z&W is generated by the entourages U+V, 
where 
f (U+V)g 4% “f” < g _ v’s E x Yy E g(2). 3x’ E (x)U . y E [f(LlJ)]V. 
Fig. 2 visualizes this definition. The order on the functions is pointwise reversed set 
inclusion. The closure of some subset of Xx Y corresponds to the function 7 defined by 
.%4 = n ufV(4 
UEL4 
VEV 
for any function f : X A PY. It is the largest function below f which may be co- 
restricted to W to give a continuous function. The supremum of a set 3 of functions in 
the complete lattice [X-G’Y] is given by n3, the pointwise intersection. The infimum 
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is calculated as UF, where the union is again understood to be pointwise. If (fx)~~n 
is a bi-Cauchy net in [X+PY] then its limit is the lim inf and is given explicitly by 
f(x) = n u 644)~ 
uJ,v Pax 
dE(Z)U 
Excluding the empty set 
If we are considering the functor Pa instead of P, the function space construction is 
likewise possible. All we have to do is check that the set of all functions with nonempty 
values is a complete subspace of [X-PY]. But if we are given a bi-Cauchy net (f~,)n, 
where fx(z) # 8 for all IC E X and X E A, then the same holds for their strong limit f: 
For x E X we have 
fcx) = n ( u ‘c);cx)~ 
x CLW 
i.e., f(x) is a filtered intersection of nonempty closed sets and thus nonempty by 7(V*)- 
compactness of Y. 
5. The Kleisli category 
Given any monad (P, 7, p), where P is an endofunctor of some category C, the Kleisli 
category K is defined to have the same objects as C. Any morphism f : X + PY in C 
gives a morphism f : X +K Y in K. The composite of f : X --+K Y and g : Y +K 2 is 
defined by 
gof :=poPgof. 
The identity on X is idx = 7x. For detailed information on the Kleisli category 
see [10,3] or [ll]. 
Thus, our function space [X-SPY] seems to belong to the Kleisli category CTOBK of 
our monad rather than to CTOBC itself. In order to be able to formulate this rigorously, 
we first need to define a tensor product on CTOBK. Recall that CTOBC has products. 
Moreover, there is a natural transformation 0 : x o (P, P) + P o x with components 
,Ox,y:PXxPY +P(XxY): (A,B) H AxB. 
This is well defined as &B is closed if A and B are. The mapping is uniformly con- 
tinuous since (Ax B) (U x V) (A’ x B’) holds if A GA’ and B c B’. To prove naturality, 
suppose f : X -+ X’ and g : Y + Y’ are given. Then 
P(fxg)(W, B)) = P(fxg)(AxB) = t(fxg)(AxB) 
= tf(4 x-rg(B) = P(Pf x Pg) (4 B) 
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Moreover, the following diagrams are easily proved to commute. 
XxY- qxq PX x PY P2X x P=Y PXP *PXxPY 
\ 4 01 B 
P(X x Y) P(PX x PY) -=4(X x y) CL_ 
1 
P(X x Y) 
(P - 77) (P - II) 





PX x P(Y x 2) -L- P(X x (Y x 2)) ---se P((X x Y) x 2) 
(P - Q) 
PXxl- idxq PX x Pl 1xPX~PlxPX 
(P-m) (P - “2) 
Here (Y : Xx (Y x 2) + (Xx Y) x 2 is the usual associativity isomorphism for the prod- 
uct, i.e., N = ((7rt,7~107~), 7~07~2). Moreover, 1 is the one-point space which is the 
terminal object of CTOBC. 
These diagrams say that we are dealing with a computational monad in the sense of 
Moggi ([ 131, see also Section 4.3 of [ 111). They ensure that the natural transformation 
p enables us to define a tensor product on CTOBK. The object part is given by 
X@Y := XXY, 
the morphism part by 
fm7 := PO (fxg). 
Proposition 20. The above defined @ is a symmetric tensor product for CTOBK. 
Proof. The first two diagrams above ensure that the assignment is functorial: The trian- 
gle (p-v) says id @ id = id, the rectangle (p-p) g’ Ives us preservation of composition: 
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(f o f’)@(g 0 g’) = /3 o ((p o Pf o f’) x (p o Pg o g’)) by definition of 0 and @ 
= ,B o (PXI_L) o ((Pfof’) x (Pgog’)) property of o and x 
= p 0 PP 0 P 0 ((Pfof’) x (Pgeg’)) diagram (P-p) 
= c1 O PP O P(fxg) O P O (f’xL7’) ,B natural 
= p 0 P(,B 0 (fxg)) 0 ,D 0 (f’xg’) P functor 
= (f&7) 0 (f’W’> by definition. 
The one-point space 1 serves as neutral element with respect to the tensor product. The 
isomorphisms for associativity and neutrality are defined in the obvious way and easily 
proved to be such isomorphisms. The latter three diagrams above prove them to be natural 
transformations. The relevant diagrams for coherence are valid as well, they transfer from 
those for the product in CTOBC. As an example, we consider the associativity law: The 
isomorphism h : X@(Y@Z) --+K(X@Y)@Z is defined to be q o cu; its inverse is 7 0 (Y-’ , 
indeed we calculate: 
(~o(Y)o(~o~-l) =~oP(~ocr)o~ocy-~ =/Lo~o~ocroo-‘=7+d. 
Commutativity of the coherence diagram 







is proved by the following computation: 
(E&q OCYE (&3E) 
=~oP((po((77o~)x77))oIIoP(77oQ)opo(77x(77o~)) 
= ,LL o P(,O o (7x77) o (crxid)) 0 /I 0 P(v 0 (Y) 0 P 0 (7x77) 0 (idxcu) 
= ~1 o P(Q o (crxid)) o p o P(q o Q) o 77 o (idxcr) triangle (P-q) 
= P(oxid) o Per o q o (idxo) laws of the monad 
= 77 o (axid) o cr o (idxcu) 77 natural 
=qo’yocY coherence for (Y 
=poPqoPao~o(Y monad; 77 natural 
=/LOP(r]oa)o~O’Y P functor 
--- 
=ck!o(Y. 
Naturality of z is proved using the identity 
f~(g~h)=Po(fx(Po(gxh))) =po((ido.f)x (Po(gxh))) 
21 
=Po(idxO) 0 (fx(gxh)) 
which enables us to compose the diagram for naturality of E out of the diagram for 
naturality of cz and the diagram (p-o). The details are left to the reader. 
Let us finally consider the symmetry. If u = (~2, ~1) is the symmetry isomorphism 
for the product, then the identity p o 0 = I% o j3 holds. From this it is easy to see that 
i? = 77 o 0 serves as a symmetry isomorphism for @. 0 
Now we are ready to formulate our result. From now on we write [X+KY] rather 
than [X-PY]. 
Theorem 21. The category CTOBK is symmetric monoidal closed. 
Proof. For complete totally bounded quasi-uniform spaces (X, U) and (Y, V) we define 
the evaluation ev : [X + KY]@X -+K Y by 
ev( (f, x)) := f(x). 
To prove continuity, suppose we are given x E X, a CTOBC-morphism f : X + Py 
and an entourage V E V. We have to find entourages U E U and W E V such that 
x Ux’ and f (U+W)g imply f(x) Vg(z). By continuity of f at x, there is an entourage 
U such that x U2x’ implies f(x) @f(x’) f or any x’ E X, where W E V is chosen 
such that W2 C V holds. Now suppose that x Ux’ and f (U-+-W) g hold. We claim 
f(x) Qg(x’), i.e., g(x’) C [f(x)]V. If y E g(x’), the assumption f (U+W)g gives us 
some x” E (x’)U satisfying y E [f(x”)] W (definition of U--+W). Now x U2x”, hence 
f(x) %f(x”), therefore 
Y E [W’)] w c [_Gc,] w2 c [f(x)] v. 
Thus evaluation is continuous. 
Given any morphism f : Z@X +K Y we define the map curry(f) : 2 -+K [X + KY] 
by 
curry(f)(z) := (9 E [X+KY] I vx E X.g(x) c f((z,x))}. 
We have to prove curry(f) continuous. It suffices to prove continuity of the function 
cur(f) : 2 -+ [X -+ KY] with 
cur(f)(z)(x) := f((z, x)) 
since curry(f) = ~I[x~YI 0 cur(f). Applying the Closed Hypergraph Theorem (Theo- 
rem 8) and the definition of the quasi-uniform structure on the function space, cur(f) is 
proved continuous if the set 
H := { (2, R) I R C { (GY) I Y E f(b, 4)}} 
-7 
-1 
is shown to be 7(W x U- XV )-closed. If we pick an element (z, R) not contained in 
H, then R is not a subset of the set {(x, y) 1 y E f( (x, z))}, hence there exists an element 
(x, y) E R such that y @ f((x,t)). N ow continuity of f and the Closed Hypergraph 
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Theorem give us entourages U, V and W such that the (W x 17) x V-‘-neighborhood of 
((.z, z), Y) does not intersect the hypergraph of f. The W x U-TV 
-1 
-neighborhood of 
(z, R) is easily seen not to meet H: Suppose that z Wz’ and R’ (U-XV) R hold. Then 
(GY) E R C [R’](U-‘xv), 
hence there exists (IC’, Y’) E R’ with 5 Uz’ and y’ V y. Therefore 
((G%Y’) E (((~J)>Y))((~xu)xV-‘), 
thus y’ $! f( (2, z’)) by construction. Hence (z’, R’) 4’ H. 
Finally, suppose we have a morphism f : Z@X +K Y. We will prove that the equality 
ev 5 (curry(f)@~) = f holds. Indeed we calculate 
ev 0 (curry(f)&d) = p o 7%~ 0 ,B 0 (7 0 cur(f) x v) by definition 
= ,U o 7%:~ o v 0 (cur(f) xid) triangle (p-_77) 
= /_L o 77 0 ev o (cur(f) xid) Q natural 
= ev o (cur(f)xid) monad law 
and ev o (cur(f)xid)((z, z)) = ev((cur(f)(z), z)) = cur(f)(z)(z) = f((z, z)). 0 
Excluding the empty set 
Considering the functor Pa rather than P (i.e., excluding the empty set) gives us a 
stronger version of the diagrams (@-7rt) and (p-n*) above: The triangle 
commutes. This implies that the tensor product has a weak product property. 
6. The real numbers 
We are going to define a convenient model of the real numbers in our category. The 
real interval [-I, l] is assumed to carry the uniformity generated by the usual metric. 
Thus the entourages 
u, := {(?Y) I Ix - YI G E} 
form a base for this uniformity. It makes [-1 , I] an object of CTOBC. 
Let R be the set of all finite and infinite sequences of +1’s, O’s and -l’s, i.e., 
R:= {(G)~Ew I xi E {-l,O,+l)}U {(~)i=l,...,~ I nE N, xi E {-l,O,+l)). 
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We will refer with (xi) to elements of R. A base for a quasi-uniformity on this set is 
defined by 
(xi) U, (yi) &% if x3 is defined then yj is defined and x~j = yj for j = 1,. . , n, 
where n E N. This gives an object of CTOBC. The induced order is the prefix order of 
sequences. One usually thinks of an infinite sequence (xi) as a representation of the real 
number 
Here arises the problem of multiple representations: Each real number x E [-1, I] 
has infinitely many such representations, e.g., 4 is represented by (l,O, O,O, 0, . .), 
(0, 1, 1, 1, 1,. .), (1, - 1, 1, 1, 1, . .), and (1, 1, -1, - 1, - 1, . . .). Therefore, the relation- 
ship between R and [- 1, l] has to be formulated in terms of the category CTOBK. We 
definee:[-l,l]+KRby 
e(x) = {(xi) ) 2: = x}; 
i=i 
thus e(x) is the set of all representations of x. This is indeed a well-defined continuous 
function: 
Proposition 22. The above defined e is a continuous map from [- 1, l] to F’R. 
Proof. Closedness of e(x) is easy to establish: If (yi) is any sequence which is not con- 
tained in e(x), this can be the case for two reasons. Firstly, (yi) may be a finite sequence. 
Suppose that n is an index such that yin is not defined. Then the U;‘-neighborhood of 
(yi) consists of all prefixes of (yi) and does not intersect e(x). If (yi) is infinite, but 
s(Yi) := g $ # 2, 
i=l 
then there is some n E N such that (x-s(yi)] > 2- n+‘. Now any infinite sequence (zi) in 
the U;‘-neighborhood of (yi) sums up to some number z satisfying /z - s(yi) / 6 2Yn+‘. 
Hence z # x, therefore z $ e(x). 
For the continuity of e let x E [-1, l] and n E N. We have to find an E > 0 such 
that any y with x U,y satisfies e(x) Une(y) which means e(y) C [e(x)]Un. There exists 




Thus we can find an E > 0 such that 
(x)uE = (x - E, x + E) n [-1, l] Lz (k/2y (Ic + d)/2”), 
where d = 2 is chosen, if x = F and d = 1 otherwise. We claim that for this choice of 
E the desired implication holds. Suppose x U, y and (yi) E e(y), i.e., s(yi) = y. We have 
to construct an infinite sequence (xi) with s(xi) = z, where zi = yi for i = 1, . . , n. If 
we set 
then ] y - ~1 6 &, hence jj = & for some 1 E {k, k + 1, k + d} by the choice of E. As 
XE (&>G), 
this implies that 1x - ?j] < &. (Remember that d = 2 only if x = ?$.) Therefore there 
exists a sequence x,+1, x,+2, . . . such that 
5: =x-g. 
i=n+l 
Thus we found an element (xi) E e(x) with (xi)Um(yi). 0 
As we have seen, infinite sequences in R represent elements of [-1, 11. But what 
about the finite sequences? We understand a finite sequence (xl, x2,. . . , x,) to represent 
all those elements of [-1, I] which have some (infinite) representation starting with 




i=l 2” 2n i=l 1 
where n is the largest index i such that xi is defined. The addition is understood to be 
pointwise. This definition includes the case of an infinite sequence (xi) where 
. 
We denote with S(xi) the sum 
as above, extending the notation defined in the preceding proof. 
Proposition 23. The above defined r is a uniformly continuous map from R to p[- 1, l]. 
Proof. Obviously, r(xi) is a closed subset of [-1, l] in its usual topology. 
To establish uniform continuity, assume that (xi) U, (yi) holds. We will show that this 
relation implies r(xi) Er(yi) with E = A. There are two cases. If x, is defined, then 
we have xi = vi for all i E { 1, . . , n}; thus, for 
z:2+3+... +zE=y’+E+ 
2% 2 4 
. ..+xg 
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we have ]z - s(zi)l < 2-n, hence z E [r(~i)]U~,~. But r(yi) C (z)U,,, also holds, 
therefore we get 
T(Yi) C (%,, 2 [[7+4]~E/21&/2 c [~(G)]VE 
which was to be proved. If z, is not defined, then the sequence (xi) prefixes (yi) and 
hence r(yi) C r(~i) holds which trivially implies the desired relation. 0 
Corollary 24. The real interval [-1, l] is a retract of R in the category CTOBK. 
Proof. It remains to establish T 0 e = id. This is an easy task: 
The representation of the reals by means of signed digits was introduced into domain 
theory by Pietro Di Gianantonio in [4]. The advantage of this representation is the 
complete control of carry in addition. In our terms this means that addition is a uniformly 
continuous operation: The first n digits of the sum of two numbers (sequences) are 
completely determined by the first n + 2 digits of the input. We are in particular able to 
improve the precision of the result on demand: If more digits are provided at the input, 
saydigitsn+3,... , n + k + 2, there is no need to change the first n digits of the output 
already given; the digits n + 1, . . , n + lc of the result may be calculated from the new 
input. 
This is not possible with the usual representation of the reals by unsigned digits as the 
following consideration shows: Suppose we are given the inputs 0.4444. . . and 0.5555 . . . 
for an addition. (We are assuming base 10 representation here.) We are not able to give 
the first digit of the output. The inputs may extend to 0.44448 and 0.55557 in which 
case the output has to start with the digit 1. But the inputs may also extend to 0.44441 
and 0.55552 in which case the result starts with a 0. 
In [24], Edwin Wiedmer describes how to use signed-digit-representation for real 
analysis. He shows, for example, how to built up networks of parallel processes in order 
to solve fixpoint equations. 
The approach to model the reals described here handles the problem of ambiguous 
representations by considering multi-valued functions as morphisms. Alternatively, one 
can equip R with a different quasi-uniformity, tailored to the situation in such a way that 
the problem of multiple representations disappears. This is performed in [23]. 
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